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ABSTRACT

A new multilayer IST-albedo Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) product of Greenland was developed to meet the needs of the ice sheet modeling community. The multiple layers of the product enable the relationship between IST and albedo to be evaluated easily. Surface temperature is a fundamental input for dynamical ice sheet models because it is a component of the ice sheet radiation budget and mass balance. Albedo influences absorption of incoming solar radiation. The daily product will combine the existing standard MODIS Collection-6 ice-surface temperature, derived melt maps, snow albedo and water vapor products. The new product is available in a polar stereographic projection in NetCDF format. The product will ultimately extend from March 2000 through the end of 2017.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The rate of mass loss of the Greenland ice sheet has increased in recent decades due to increases in both ice discharge and surface meltwater runoff. It has been difficult to document these changes quantitatively based on in-situ measurements alone. Specifically, average air and surface temperature of the entire ice sheet are impossible to obtain due, at least in part, to the low density of meteorological stations on the ice sheet. Satellites can obtain accurate surface temperature measurements of the ice sheet though clouds usually preclude their ability to measure the entire ice sheet at one time [1,2].

Since early 2000 the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) instrument on the Terra satellite has been acquiring surface temperature measurements with an accuracy of ~1°C over snow and ice. An ice-surface temperature (IST) product of Greenland was developed from the MOD29 standard MODIS product, creating an Environmental Data Record (EDR) of the surface temperature of the ice sheet [2]. In the present work, this EDR is being extended in time, and upgraded to include additional layers of information that are useful to modelers and climatologists.

The following Terra MODIS products are used in putting together the new multi-layer daily MODIS product of Greenland: MOD29 IST, MOD10 albedo and MOD05 water vapor. In addition, an ice sheet mask, developed by Howat et al. [5], is provided as another layer. The product is produced in NetCDF format in a polar stereographic projection. A sample day of the IST and melt layers is shown in Figure 1. The maps shown in Figure 1 are based on using all available swaths in a 24-hour period. For this sample day, 3 July 2012, there were 23 MODIS Terra swaths available to develop the daily products.
Surface temperature is a fundamental input for dynamical ice sheet models [3,4] because it is an important component of the ice sheet radiation budget and mass balance. The surface temperature of the ice sheet must be known for the estimation and modeling of surface mass balance (SMB) and ice sheet processes. Furthermore, runoff is largely controlled by surface temperature, and the IST affects basal melt and internal temperature of the ice sheet. To validate model output, in-situ or/satellite-derived measurements must be compared with modeled surface temperature.

Water vapor in the atmosphere above Greenland can affect the accuracy of the IST retrievals. Thus we include a MODIS water vapor product as a data layer to enable further analysis of the accuracy of the IST.

Figure 1. Collection 6 (C6) MODIS Terra IST (left) and derived melt (right) maps showing the result of using all available swaths in a given day to develop a daily product.

Ice sheet albedo is of also of great interest because a lowering of the albedo could indicate enhanced absorption of solar radiation possibly resulting in enhanced surface melting [6]. The amount of absorbed radiation influences the SMB and meltwater production of the Greenland ice sheet.

2. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MULTILAYER PRODUCT

The new, multilayer IST-albedo product of Greenland is an advancement beyond the existing product described in Hall et al. [2]. Improvements include the following:

- MODIS Collection 6 (C6) data products are derived from the most-advanced version of the product algorithms;
- The spatial resolution of the new product is 0.8 km (vs. 1.6 km in the existing product);
- An improved ice mask [5] is included as a data layer;
- Four layers of daily geophysical information are available in the new product: IST, surface melt, albedo and water vapor;
- The daily maps of the new product are developed using all available swaths in a 24-hr period (vs. swaths in a 6-hr period focused on the warmest part of the day for the existing product).

3. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

The multilayer IST-albedo product of Greenland was developed to meet the needs of the ice sheet modeling community. The multiple layers of the product will facilitate assessment of the relationship between IST and albedo. As ice sheet models become increasingly sophisticated, improved input data, and data for comparison of model results, is needed. This new product was designed to meet that need. The product will ultimately include all available swaths for the entire MODIS Terra record, from late-February 2000 through 2017.

The IST algorithm is a follow-on from the original IST algorithm developed by Key et al. [7] as modified for the MOD29 IST product. This same basic algorithm is in use for the Suomi-NPP
Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS) IST product. Thus the decision to use IST for the new multilayer product was made to facilitate the development of an inter-satellite EDR and ultimately a climate-data record (CDR) beginning with the MODIS data in 2000 and continuing through the VIIRS era. This will facilitate the study of long-term changes in the surface temperature and albedo of the Greenland ice sheet both through modeling and observations.
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